Planets D6 / Kamino
Name:
Kamino
Type: Terrestrial
Temperature: Temperate
Atmosphere: Type 1
Hydrosphere: Saturated
Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Seas and City Platforms
Length of Day: 24.7 hours
Length of Year: 409 local days
Sapient Species: Kaminoan
Starport: Standard
Population: 150 Million
Planet Function: Homeworld, Cloning Facility
Government: Democracy
Tech Level: Space
Major Exports: Clones
Major Imports: High Technology
Description:
Kamino has never recovered from the global warming that melted huge shelves of inland continental
ice. Its oceans swelled, covering the landmasses, forcing the native Kaminoans to adapt. Their stilt cities
echo their former land colonies, but are built to withstand the ceaseless storms that buffet the world.
Though the Kaminoans turned to genetic sciences to counteract the hardships of the planet's
environmental chaos, they are not self-sufficient. They trade their advanced cloning knowledge in
exchange for vital raw materials.
Purged from the otherwise complete Jedi Archives is all evidence of the mysterious world of
Kamino. A lonely world beyond the Outer Rim and just south of the Rishi Maze, few could have predicted
that Kamino would become a key contributor to a massive shift in political power in the waning days of
the Republic.
Kamino is a planet of tumultuous oceans and endless storms. Few features mark its surface, save
for massive stilt-mounted cities wherein reside the planet's natural inhabitants, the Kaminoans.
From Tipoca City, the planet's Prime Minister rules. Lama Su closely monitored the operations of
Kamino's most prized export: clones. Though few are privy to such knowledge, the Kaminoans are
reputed to be the best cloners in the galaxy. The Grand Army of the Republic, used during the Clone
War, was hatched, grown and trained at the facilities on Kamino. To supply the army with armor and
transport, the Kaminoans partnered with the neighboring Rothana system to develop advanced combat

machinery.
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